
Reduce Shrink & Maintain 
Quality with Container 
Monitoring

Produce talks. We listen.

HOW IT WORKS

An example of five containers, shown below, arrive at port. Each is 
assigned a Strella maturity score, with 1 being the least mature to 
5 being the most mature. 

Container Strella Maturity Score
MED123 5
MED412 1
MED777 2

Using the maturity score, the QA team can pinpoint MED123 as 
a container with potential maturity issues and can confirm with 
sampling inspections. This enables the QA team to sample con-
tainers with higher probabilities of inspection failure. Strella’s data 
is used alongside additional QA metrics for physical parameters,
such as scuffing, color, and splits to determine overall container 
quality. 

Using the maturity score, the slotter can ship MED123 sooner 
than the other containers, optimizing for the highest quality 
spec possible on maturing fruit. By shipping maturing lots earlier 
than less mature lots, the slotter can maximize fruit quality and 
resulting margins on high-spec fruit.

Our wireless sensors measure ethylene, temperature and humidity 
and transmit the data via IoT to our cloud when containers arrive at 
the warehouse. 

We use this information to alert you of potential quality issues and 
issue a maturity score for each container. 

 » Maturity Score 1: Produce does not have maturity issues
 » Maturity Score 2 & 3: Produce is beginning to mature
 » Maturity Score 4: Produce is nearing the end of its shelf life
 » Maturity Score 5: Produce is overmature

Currently, importers rely small and statistically insignificant 
sampling to make QA and inventory decisions. Strella’s proprietary 
sensors detect produce maturity as it travels on containers. This 
information is used by QA and slotting teams to make decisions on 
inventory. By optimizing quality at time-to-ship, importers can use 
Strella to maximize profit margins. 

HOW STRELLA ENABLES SHELF LIFE DECISIONS

MONITOR YOUR PRODUCE FOR PERISHABILITY AS 
IT TRAVELS

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

Select containers to 
monitor

Select
data outputs

Place sensors in 
container at origin

Access your data + 
dashboard online 

www.strella.ai

WE TAILOR DATA & BUILD DASHBOARDS TO FIT 
YOUR NEEDS

Our team of scientists and engineers customizes sensor data 
to fit your needs. We integrate into QC processes, warehouse 
management software, and existing monitoring solutions for a 
seamless operation. 

Let’s have a chat! Reach us at info@strella.ai


